18.   GENERAL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT HEALTH[-XV]
7.   EXERCISE
Exercise is just as essential to mankind as are air, water and
food, though it is true that man cannot get on for a long time with-
out air, water and food as he can without exercise. It is a fact of
common experience, however, that one cannot enjoy really good
health without exercise. We have to interpret exercise in the same
way that we did "food". Exercise does not necessarily mean moi~
danda1, football, cricket or going out for a walk. Exercise means
physical and mental activity. Just as food is necessary for the mind
as much as for bones and flesh, so also is exercise necessary both
for body and mind. If the body has no exercise, it is sickly and,
if the mind has none, it is dull Stupidity should also be regarded
only as a kind of illness. It betrays sheer ignorance to describe as
healthy a wrestler who, though adept at wrestling, is mentally a
boor. There is a saying in English that he alone is healthy who
has a sound mind in a sound body.
What is this exercise? Nature has so arranged things for
us that we can be continuously taking exercise in one way or an-
other.   If we but think calmly enough, we shall see that a majority
of people in the world live on agriculture.    All members in a
farmer's family have some form of exercise.   It is only if they work
eight, ten or even more hours every day in the fields or elsewhere
that they can get their daily bread. They need no separate exer-
cise for the mind.   A farmer cannot work without applying his
mind.   He must be able to test the nature of his soil, must watch
changes of weather, must know how to manipulate his plough
skilfully and be generally familiar with the movements of the stars,
the sun and the moon.    However clever a city-dweller may be,
every time he goes to a farmer's house, he feels altogether out of his
element.   The farmer can say how seed should be sown; he is
familiar with all the by-ways in the vicinity and knows all the men
in the neighbourhood.   By looking at the stars he can judge the
direction even at night.   He can make certain deductions from
the voice and speed of birds; for instance, when certain birds cluster
or sing together, he sees in it a sign of the approach of the mon-
soon or some other similar phenomenon.  Thus, the farmer knows
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